We give necessary conditions for the efficient simulation of both bipartite and multipartite Hamiltonians, which are independent of the eigenvalues of Hamiltonians and based on the algebraic-geometric invariants introduced in [1] [2] . The results show that the problem of efficient simulation of Hamiltonians in arbitrary bipartite or multipartite quantum systems cannot be described by only using eigenvalues, which is quite different to the two-qubit case.
Historically, the idea of simulating Hamiltonian time evolutions was the first motivation for quantum computation [3] . Recently the ability of nonlocal Hamiltonians to simulate one another is a popular topic , which has applications in quantum control theory [4] , quantum compuation [5] , [6] , [7] , [8] and the task of generating enatnglement [9] [10] . The problem to parametrize the nonlocal properties of interaction Hamiltonians, so as to characterize the efficiency with which they can be used to simulate one another is theoretically and experimentally important. There have been very active research on this problem ( [11] , [12] , [13] , [14] , [15] , [16] , [17] ). For the general treatments of this topic , we refer to [11] as the main reference.
In [11] it was shown that the efficiency with which Hamiltonian H , together with local operations , simulates another Hamiltonian H ′ can be used as a criterion to endow the set of Hamiltonians with a partial order structure, that allows to compare the nonlocal capabilities of H and H ′ . For two-qubit Hamiltonians, it was shown that the problem of simulation of Hamiltonians can be reduced to the case of so-called normal forms of these Hamiltonians (Theorem in section V A of [11] ). For these Hamiltonians in their normal forms , a beautiful necessary and sufficient condition about the simulating capability in terms of the majorization of eigenvalues of these Hamiltonians was given. This indicated that the partial order structure endowed on the two-qubit Hamiltonians is in close analogy to the partial ordering of bipartite pure states endowed by their capabilities to be coverted by LOCC ( [18] ).
It is natural to consider the simulation problem of Hamiltonians of arbitrary bipartite quantem systems. We can imagine that in higher dimensions, Hamiltonians have more nonlocal degrees of freedoms than the two qubit case, and there is no result about "normal forms" of Hamiltonians in arbitrary bipartite quantum sysytems, this may make the problem more difficult and it seems that it is hopeless to give a characterization based only on the majorization of some numerical quantities (as in Theorem of section F of [11] ). In [19] it is proved that m 2 n 2 − m 2 − n 2 + 1 (nonlocal) parameters are needed to describe the set of equivalent classes of bipartite mixed states in H m A ⊗ H n B under local unitary transformations. We can naturally believe that there are many continuous invariants of the bipartite Hamiltonians (self-adjoint opeartors ) under local unitary transformations from this result. When we consider the ability of nonlocal Hamiltonians to simulate one another with the help of local unitary operations, it is natural to imagine that these continuous invariants of Hamiltonians under local unitary transformations MIGHT give constraints on these Hamiltonians H and H ′ if there is a simulation relation using local unitary operations between them. In our previous work [1] and [2] the algebraic-geometric invariants of bipartite mixed states (i.e. semi-positive self-adjoint operators) were introduced as there nonlocal invariants (i.e., these algebraic sets are kept invariant under local unitary transformations) These algebraic-geometric invariants depends only on eigenvectors and are independent on eigenvalues of the semi-positive adjoint operators. We can think these algebraic-geometric invariants as nonlocal invariants of semi-positive bipartite Hamiltonians and ask if there exist constraint on two semi-positive Hamiltonians H and H ′ if H can be simulated by H ′ using local unitary opeartions.
In this paper, we show that the efficient simulation relation between two semi-positive bipartite Hamiltonians of the same ranks implies the equalities of these algebraic-geometric invariants of them. This necessary condition is also extended to the efficient simulation of multipartite Hamiltonians. Since these algebraic-geometric invariants are independent of the eigenvalues and only measure the position of eigenvectors of the Hamiltonians. Thus our results strongly suggest that the eigenvectors play a more fundamental role in the efficient simulation problem of Hamiltoians in arbitrary bipartite or multipartite systems. This is quite different to the two qubit case studied in [11] .
We recall the definitions from [11] . In this paper, we are mainly interested in the case that the class C is the class of all local untary operations (LU), ie., any operation in C is of the form 
We can use the coordinate form of this formalism. Let {|11 >, ..., |1n >, ..., |m1 >, ..., |mn >} be the standard orthogonal base of h m A ⊗ H n B and ρ be an arbitrary (semi)positive self-adjoint operator. We represent the matrix of ρ in the base {|11 >, ...|1n >, ..., |m1 >, ..., |mn >}, and consider ρ as a blocked matrix ρ = (ρ ij ) 1≤i≤m,1≤j≤m with each block ρ ij a n×n matrix corresponding to the |i1 >, ..., |in > rows and the |j1 >, ..., |jn > columns. For any pure state φ 1 = r 1 |1 > +... + r m |m >∈ P (H m A ) the matrix of the Hermitian linear form < φ 1 |ρ|φ 1 > with the base |1 >, ..., |n > is Σ i,j r i r * j ρ ij . Thus the "degenerating locus" is actually as follows.
n−1 can be defined. Here * means the conjugate of complex numbers. It is known from Theorem 1 and 2 of [1] that these sets are algebraic sets (zero locus of several multi-variable polynomials, see [21] ) and they are invariants under local unitary transformations depending only on the eigenvectors of ρ. Actually these algebraic sets can be computed easily as follows.
Let {|11 >, ..., |1n >, ..., |m1 >, ..., |mn >} be the standard orthogonal base of H 
is the mn × t matrix. Then it is clear that the matrix representation of ρ with the base {|11 >, ..., |1n >, ..., |m1 >, ..., |mn >} is AP (A * ) τ , where P is the diagonal matrix with diagonal entries p 1 , ..., p t . We may consider the mn × t matrix A as a m × 1 blocked matrix with each block A w , where w = 1, ..., m, a n × t matrix corresponding to {|w1 >, ..., |wn >}. Then V From [1] , Schmidt ranks of pure states (ie, projection operator to a unit vector in H) are just the codimensions of the algebraic sets. Therefore it is natural to think the above observation can be extended to the equalities of these algebraic sets of arbitrary bipartite (semi)positive Hamiltonians if they can be simulated efficiently. In this paper we give such a necessary condition about the efficient simulation of semi-positive Hamiltonians. Since the algebraic-geometric invariants are independent of eigenvalues, thus our above theorem is a necessary condition of simulation of Hamiltonians without refering to eigenvalues of Hamiltonians. On the other hand, recall the Theorem in section F of [11] 
′ uniquely. However Theorem 1 implies that in the case of arbitrary bipartite quantum systems, the algebraic sets which are independent of eigenvalues play a more fundamental role. This is also illustrated in the following example of efficient simulation of Hamiltonians in H 
,where η 1 , η 2 , η 3 are 3 real parameters. Let e i(η 1 +η 2 +η 3 )/3 r 1 r 2 r 3 = 0. Set g(η 1 , η 2 , η 3 ) = e iη 1 +e iη 2 +e iη 3 e i(η 1 +η 2 +η 3 )/3 and k(x) = η 2 , η 3 ) ) is the moduli function of elliptic curves. From algebraic-geometry it is known that if k(g(η 1 , η 2 , η 3 )) = 0, 27, −216, then V 2 A (H η 1 ,η 2 ,η 3 ) is not the union of 3 lines and when k(g(η 1 , η 2 , η 3 )) = 0 or 27 or −216, ]). Thus we immediately know that H 0,0,0 cannot be efficiently simulated by H 0,0,π using local unitary opeartions from Theorem 1. Generally we have the following result.
) by projective linear transformations if and only if
cannot be simulated by H η 1 ,η 2 ,η 3 efficiently by using local unitary transformations,ie.,we cannot have
and their partial traces are all 1.
Proof. It is easy to calculate the eigenvalues to check the 2nd conclusion. The first conclusion is from Theorem 1 and the above-described well-known fact about elliptic curves.
This example strongly suggests that the problem of efficient simulation of Hamiltonians in arbitrary bipartite quantum systems is quite different to the problem in two-qubit case as studied in [11] .
Let S be the swap operator on the bipartite system H n A ⊗ H n B defined by S|ij >= |ji >. For any Hamiltonian H, S(H) = SH(S * ) τ corresponds to the Hamiltonian evolution of H with A and B interchanged. It is very interesting to consider the problem if H can be simulated by S(H) efficiently . This leads to some important consquences in the discussion VII of [11] . For example it was shown there are examples that H and S(H) cannot be simulated efficiently with one another in higher dimensions. Thus in higher dimensions nonlocal degrees of freedom of Hamiltonians cannot be characterized by quantites that are symmetric with respect to A and B, such as eigenvalues. This conclusion is also obtained from the above Corollary 1. From Theorem 1 we have the following necessary condition about H ≺ LU S(H).
Corollary 2. Let H be a (semi)positive Hamiltonian on H
The following is a Hamiltonian H on 3 × 3 for which H cannot be simulated efficiently by S(H).
Example 2. H = |φ 1 >< φ 1 | + |φ 2 >< φ 2 | + |φ 3 >< φ 3 |, where,
Then it is easy to compute that V 
.., q s are eigenvalues of H and |ψ 1 >, ..., |ψ s > are eigenvectors of H. Then it is clear that ( Theorem 1 even plays certain role in the efficient simulation of two-qubit Hamiltonians as illustrated in the following example.
, where λ's are any given positive real numbers such that trH = trH ′ and
Then we know H and H ′ are two rank 2 Hamiltonians. It is easy to compute that V We can now observe the compatibility of our necessary condition Theorem 1 with the sufficient and necessary condition in two-qubit case in [11] . For two two-qubit Hamiltonians H and H ′ in their normal forms, i.e., H = Σ i h i σ i ⊗σ i and I 4 , where T is a semi-positive two-qubit Hamiltonian, then the algebraic-geometric invariants of T are fixed, i.e., V 0 A (T ) is empty, and V 1 A (T ) is the set of 2 points when rankT = 2 and empty when rankT = 3 or 4. Thus we can see that our necessary condition Theorem 1 is void when applied to two-qubit Hamiltonians in their normal forms, the necessary condition in this paper is compatible with the main result in [11] .
Actually the algebraic geometric invariants in [1] can be used to give more necessary conditions for the efficient simulation of Hamiltonians by using local untary transformations. 
Therefore we can choose one of these dim(range(H ′ )) linear independent vectors to be (U 1 ⊗ V 1 )v 1 , whose Schmidt rank is min{m, n}. From Proposition 1 in [1] and the definition , thus we know that V 0 A (H ′ ) has to be the empty set. This is a contradiction and the conclusion is proved.
It is clear that V 
Then we can use the algebraic-geometric invariants in [2] to give the following necessary condition. The proof is the same as proof of Theorem 1.
The following example is 3 qubit case. 
Then we can compute that V In conculsion, we have proved necessary conditions for the efficient simulation of both bipartite and multipartite Hamiltonians, which are independent of eigenvalues and based on algebraic-geometric invariants. These conditions indicated that the in higher dimension bipartite cases or multipartite cases, the realtion of efficient simulation of Hamiltonians depends more on the eigenvectors than eigenvalues. This is quite different to the two-qubit case studied in [11] The author acknowledges the support from NNSF China, Information Science Division, grant 69972049. e-mail: chenhao1964cn@yahoo.com.cn
